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Looking back at
2012, one of the key
focus areas for IPC
was cross-border
e-commerce, which
is now recognised as
the most important
growth engine for
postal operators.

Ov the past few years the postal industry has seen many changes
Over
and encountered many new challenges. The postal sector continues to
an
make
progress on its path of transformation, spurred on by addressed
m
mail
volume
decline of around 6% in 2012 compared with the previous
m
year.
New
opportunities
for postal operators are on the rise, especially
ye
e-commerce
which
is
showing
a lot of promise. However, there is a need
efor
postal
operators
to
focus
their
strategies on one or two business areas
fo
where they can succeed while streamlining and reducing costs in mail
operations in line with mail volume decline.
As an international player collaborating with more than 180 postal
operators worldwide, IPC is ideally positioned to support its members and
the postal industry through its expertise, its wide range of services and
its industry leadership. In 2012 IPC set out to provide postal operators
with tools to enhance their current operations, adapt to declining mail
volumes and take advantage of new opportunities open to them.
This is illustrated in the 2012 IPC Annual Review, which takes a look
at IPC’s activities over the past year in the areas of operational and
technological services, programmes and industry events. This year we
have also tried to highlight IPC’s unique international presence and its
role in fostering inter-regional and cross-continental cooperation through
its services and expertise.
Looking back at 2012, one of the key focus areas for IPC was crossborder e-commerce, which is now recognised as the most important
growth engine for postal operators. Domestic and cross-border
e-commerce provides a unique opportunity to offset declining mail
volumes and create new volume for packets, a postal product which
lies between traditional letters and parcels. E-Parcel Group volume rose
by 10.7% in 2012 compared with 2011 and industry-wide, parcels
and express volumes grew by 1% in 2012, with larger growth ﬁgures
expected in the coming years.

In that context, IPC has launched a number of initiatives to give postal
operators the right tools to approach e-commerce from many angles: technical
and strategic orientations, returns solutions for goods purchased online,
market research and regulatory developments. IPC will continue to work in this
area in the coming years.
The opportunities and challenges offered by cross-border e-commerce
underscore the need for closer collaboration and enhanced efﬁciencies among
postal operators to create the seamless network crucial to the future of the
postal industry.
In the past year IPC has redeﬁned its operational strategy for its services to
upgrade quality, introducing three areas of focus: quality excellence, capability
and visibility, and streamlining processes. These key drivers will enable IPC and
its partners to perform consistently against a range of market standards and
to support growth in areas such as e-commerce via a complete operational,
tracking and information platform, while also streamlining all its operational
processes. I am conﬁdent that, with these new focus areas, IPC’s operational
services will bring even more value to our members and to the industry.
In 2012 IPC welcomed Herbert Goetz as the new Director Marketing. Herbert
integrated the Markets, Communication, Regulatory Affairs and Intercompany
Pricing departments, which were previously led by Jane Dyer and Bernhard
Bukovc respectively. In his new role, Herbert has already made signiﬁcant
progress in orienting the department and supporting our members as they
overcome the challenges the postal industry is facing. I wish Herbert good luck
in this new endeavour.
With these challenging but nonetheless promising prospects, I look conﬁdently
to the future. My conﬁdence relies mostly on the international team of
dedicated professionals working at IPC. Our achievements, as detailed in this
IPC Annual Review, would not have been possible without their commitment
and the valuable collaborative relationships they have with our members.

Message from the Chairman
Dag Mejdell, CEO Norway Post
With advances in digital, social, mobile and local technologies driving
e-commerce in both national and cross-border markets, IPC continues
to be a highly valuable partner for the postal industry; supporting
its members to enhance their core activities, to prepare for future
challenges and to develop services to take advantage of the changing
global economic environment.
Many postal operators have to balance the challenge of declining mail
volume with increasing packet volume at a time when their customers
are increasingly price sensitive. In my two years as Chairman of the
IPC Board, I have witnessed IPC responding positively to the changing
market situation. Throughout 2012 IPC has focused on identifying
how consumer needs have changed and on the ways in which postal
operators can react to this new reality by adapting their offer and
service levels.
The largest opportunities for many of IPC’s member posts are to be
found in the ﬁeld of e-commerce, through international collaboration
and product diversiﬁcation. IPC continues to work with its members
and other international stakeholders to maximise efﬁciency and to
provide leadership in helping its members to strengthen the common
position in the international e-commerce market.
The progress made over recent years would be hard to imagine without
IPC; through collaboration with over 180 postal operators worldwide,
IPC encourages inter-regional and cross-continental collaboration to
tackle the challenges of the economic downturn and shifting consumer
demands.
To reﬂect IPC’s unique international position, the theme of this year’s
IPC Annual Review is the geographical reach of IPC’s activities and
the regional spread of its different programmes and services. Some
signiﬁcant examples are the continuous expansion of IPC’s E-Parcel

Group, currently covering 29 postal operators from around the world,
and the roll out of the Easy Returns Solution to provide a reliable crossborder returns product in the growing e-commerce market segment.
The IPC Environmental Measurement and Monitoring System (EMMS),
the ﬁrst cross-sector emissions reductions programme for a services
industry, has also shown remarkable success in expanding not only its
reporting scope, but also its geographical coverage. After welcoming
the ﬁrst non-IPC member operator, South African Post Ofﬁce in 2011,
in 2012 the EMMS programme has been further expanded with the
participation of Brazil’s Correios and the Nigerian Postal Service.
Looking back at IPC’s activities over the past twelve months, I can only
conclude that IPC and its members are working hard to secure the
postal industry’s future by providing solid market intelligence and by
streamlining operational services, tracking systems and information
delivery in order to respond to the increasing market demands and
growth in e-commerce. I am honoured to be the Chairman of an
organisation supporting its members through transformation to build a
more compelling position for Posts.

To reflect IPC’s unique international
position, the theme of this year’s IPC
Annual Review is the geographical
reach of IPC’s activities and the
regional spread of its different
programmes and services.
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International Post Corporation (IPC) is the partner company
of the global postal industry. It provides operational and ITbased services that drive service quality and interoperability
and ensure the high performance of international mail
services. Furthermore, IPC carries out industry research,
creates business-critical intelligence and provides a range of
platforms through which member postal operators’ CEOs
and senior management exchange best practice and discuss
strategy. It also runs initiatives in areas such as sustainability,
e-commerce, intercompany pricing and training to help postal
operators meet future challenges. With increasing privatisation
and liberalisation, IPC’s objective is to maintain its record for
delivering practical and intelligent solutions which meet the
rapidly evolving needs of our dynamic industry.

IPC expenditure in 2012 (€m)
Creating intelligence 1.7

Intercompany pricing 0.7

Providing platforms 1.9

Service
excellence
2.4

Total expenditure 29.0

Upgrading
quality
22.3

IPC services per region
Americas

Europe

Asia Paciﬁc
With postal operator members in Australia and New Zealand, IPC has a solid foothold in the Asia
Paciﬁc region. In past years IPC has increased its presence in Asia by hosting its Annual Conference
in Shanghai, conducting consumer research in the region and grasping opportunities in this fastestgrowing postal marketplace. Its main activities in the region relate to the Customer Service System
and CAPE, EMS and UNEX monitoring services.

Carbon management and measurement initiatives taken by IPC:
• Changed its car policy to encourage higher fuel efﬁciency. As a result,
IPC achieved a 3% reduction in carbon emissions from the company
car ﬂeet.
• Reduced by almost 20% air travel carbon emissions (accounts for
~ 68% of IPC’s total emissions)
• Ensured use of only recycled or FSC-certiﬁed ofﬁce paper
As a result, total IPC carbon emissions in 2011 amounted to 864
tonnes, 15% less than in 2008.
All these emissions have been fully offset with Gold Standard credits
from a high-impact project to provide efﬁcient cooking stoves in
support of disadvantaged communities in Kenya.

Africa
South African Post Ofﬁce and the Nigerian Postal Service joined IPC’s EMMS sustainability
programme in 2012 reinforcing cooperation on the African continent. Furthermore, IPC’s
Customer Service System and EMS monitoring cover a large number of African postal operators.

Inter-continental
IPC’s technical solutions are used in Europe, America and Asia. Moreover, IPC coordinates
international groups of postal operators to enhance quality of service and encourage better
cooperation between countries, regions and continents. For example, the IPC E-Parcel Group,
PRIME and the Future of Mail by Air initiative are all key in fostering inter-regional cooperation.

CO2

2011 carbon emissions

864
15%

tonnes
less emissions than in 2008
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Many of IPC’s members are based in Europe. In addition to serving these members, IPC cooperates
with most European postal operators, providing services and programmes including UNEX, the
Customer Service System, E-Parcel Group, EMS monitoring, REIMS terminal dues agreements
and many more. IPC also provides statistical, regulatory, monitoring and reporting data on most
European operators. Its activities have created seamless links between East European postal
operators as well as between operators in Eastern and Western Europe.

In 2009, IPC endorsed the UN Global Compact initiative and has
been an active reporting member ever since. It has fully embraced the
Compact’s ten universal principles in the areas of human rights, labour,
environment and anti-corruption.

International Post Corporation

IPC has a strong presence in North America. It provides all its services to its two North American
members, the United States Postal Service and Canada Post. In South America IPC cooperates with
Correios, Brazil, on its sustainability programme, as well as on services and initiatives such as UNEX,
the Customer Service System, EMS monitoring and Best Practice Seminars. IPC’s Customer Service
System and EMS monitoring also serve postal operators in most Latin American countries.

IPC’s sustainability
policy and results

IPC member postal organisations
Norway Post I Norway
Post Danmark I Denmark

PostNord I Sweden & Denmark
Itella Corporation I Finland

Iceland Post I Iceland

PostNL I The Netherlands
Royal Mail Group I UK
An Post I Ireland

Deutsche Post DHL I Germany
Österreichische Post AG I Austria

bpost I Belgium

Magyar Posta I Hungary

P & T Luxembourg I Luxembourg
Le Groupe La Poste I France
United States Postal Service I USA

Hellenic Post – ELTA I Greece

Correos y Telegrafos I Spain

Cyprus Post I Cyprus

CTT-Correios de Portugal I Portugal

International Post Corporation
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Canada Post I Canada

Swiss Post I Switzerland

Poste Italiane I Italy

Australia Post I Australia

24

postal operators are IPC members

IPC provides services to

IPC members represent

180

80%

postal operators worldwide

of the world’s postal mail volumes

New Zeeland Post I New Zeeland

Organisation Chart
IPC Board

65
Chairman of the Board
Dag Mejdell

nationalities

Director Marketing
Herbert Goetz

Director Operations & Technology
Alan Barrie

Director HR & Finance
Chris Kalla Bishop

13
native languages spoken
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President & CEO
Herbert-Michael Zapf
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direct employees
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2012
At a Glance

Brazil’s Correios joins the IPC Environmental
Measurement and Monitoring System
(EMMS). Correios becomes the ﬁrst Latin
American operator to join the postal industry’s
global carbon-reduction programme.

IPC Future of Mail by Air (FoMbA)
participants pass the 50% milestone for
paper-free air transport deliveries.
A total 51% of airmail volumes were carried
paper free in June, exceeding the agreed 50%
interim target.

Annual Review 2012
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Publication of the IPC-commissioned White
Paper on digital business. In the paper:
“A Digital Postal Platform: Deﬁnitions and a
Roadmap”; MIT Sloan School of Management’s
Center for Digital Business (CDB) set out how
postal operators can establish a viable market
position in digital business.

1st quarter

85%

of intra-EU mail
delivery within three
days of posting

Nigerian Postal Service joins IPC’s EMMS
programme bringing the number of
participants to 25 postal operators from Africa,
the Americas, Asia Paciﬁc and Europe.

Senior Executive Forums on Digital Business,
Media Services and Direct Marketing.

Publication of IPC’s Strategic Perspectives on the
Postal Market. The report provides a distillation of
the cooperative work carried out between member
postal operators and IPC in 2011-2012. The 2012
edition focuses on social media, mobile commerce and
marketing, and how these are driving change in both
e-commerce and media services, including direct mail.

Österreichische Post, Latvia Post and
MaltaPost join the E-Parcel Group, IPC’s
integrated parcel delivery network. These additions
increase the E-Parcel Group (EPG) to 29 postal
operators from Europe and North America.

Consumer Preferences
in a Digital World
is published. The
report looks into how
young ‘digital natives’’
d
communicate, shop and
can be engaged in an
increasingly digital world.

Consumer Preferences in a Digital World

2nd quarter

IPC releases UNEX 2011 results on service
quality of international mail. Quality of
letter mail service in Europe exceeded both
the European Union’s speed objective of 85%
of intra-EU mail delivery within three days of
posting, and its reliability objective of 97%
within ﬁve days.

The IPC Annual
Conference takes place
in Shanghai, focusing on
The Consumer in 2020.
It shows strong relevance
as the postal industry
responds to changing
consumer demands.

Publication of the Focus on the
Future report.
Developed collaboratively by IPC
and The Boston Consulting
Group (BCG), this forwardlooking report uses analysis
of the current postal market
situation and coming trends to
look at the future prospects of the sector and
make recommendations on how postal operators can
succeed in a digital world.

Herbert Goetz is appointed IPC Director
Marketing.
A former member of the Management Board
at Österreichische Post, Goetz takes over and
integrates IPC’s Markets, Regulatory Affairs,
Communications and Intercompany Pricing
departments.

IPC Carrier Intelligence Reports become
publicly available, giving critical intelligence on the
business performance and strategies of 40 leading
global postal and logistics operators.

IPC and Goodyear host the ﬁrst international
eco-driving challenge in Montpellier, France,
as part of an initiative to promote safe and ecofriendly driving.

Senior Executive Forums on e-commerce,
regulation and sustainability.

4th quarter
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3rd quarter
IPC Global Postal
Industry Report

A new version of Standard Operating and
Messaging Procedures is ﬁnalised and made
available to participants in the Future of Mail by
Air (FoMbA) initiative.

Realising
Europe’s potential:
e-commerce
and the postal
operators

IPC and the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale
de Lausanne (EPFL) organise the TIP
Conference with a focus on: evolving consumer
needs; combining innovation and diversiﬁcation
strategies; growth opportunities for postal
operators in a digital world.

IPC and PostEurop produce the brochure:
“Realising Europe’s Potential: e-commerce
and the postal operators” on parcel services in
Europe, highlighting the role of postal operators in
boosting cross-border e-commerce in the EU.

Publication of the IPC Global Postal Industry
Report 2012, a members-only report providing
comprehensive analysis and data on the postal
sector.

IPC Forecasting & Booking Tool released.
The tool is the ﬁrst platform allowing
postal operators and airmail carriers to
handle mail booking effectively, based on
forecast volumes, and thereby to ensure
seamless transportation and tracking of mail
consignments.

Release of the Global Postal Sector
Sustainability Report. Advances announced
in the report include a 3.5% CO2 emissions
reduction realised by EMMS participants,
expansion of the sustainability programme with
two new participants, and Scope 3 reporting.
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Global Postal Industry Report

1

IPC expands its Sprinter Network with PostNL
becoming the seventh partner to join as a sending
postal operator.

Annual Review 2012

October 2012

Operational services
The Operations Upgrading Committee reviewed its activities in 2012 and agreed on a new strategic framework. This
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focuses on three areas that underpin the commercial needs of all IPC members:

• Quality excellence: driving consistency of delivery performance against market-based requirements
• Capability and visibility of operational services: delivering prioritised solutions to support e-commerce growth
• Streamlining processes: coordinating members’ efforts to achieve substantial cost savings in international operations

In 2012 considerable progress has been made in delivering the ﬁrst signiﬁcant steps in this newly deﬁned direction at the
heart of IPC’s operational activities. In this section we address each of these areas and detail the achievements made while
looking at the geographical reach of IPC’s operational activities.

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES

Quality excellence: focus on performance
One of IPC’s core activities is to ensure the high quality of end-to-end service for cross-border mail in
line with customer expectations and changing market requirements. In 2012 IPC’s ambition was to help
postal operators maintain excellent international quality by performing consistently against marketdriven standards, demonstrating the global postal network’s competence.

13
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International scope
50 countries and operators
for which UNEX performs measurements
UNEX contains data on mail exchanges between
more than 170 postal operators

the IPC Performance Centre

© Kzenon - Fotolia.com

RFID technology used by more than
50 postal operators
Postal operators in 27 countries are part of

International Post Corporation

Over the past year IPC focused on broadening its range of quality of service measures to reﬂect
members’ current and future needs, setting new standards and key performance metrics and extending
measurement to packages as well as letters. At international level, IPC began addressing performance
issues relating to intercontinental outbound ﬂows from Europe to the United States and Canada.

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES

Measuring international letter service performance

International Post Corporation
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The international postal system performance has changed
signiﬁcantly. Postal operators have made progress in
international mail quality of service working through IPC
projects and using a range of high-tech systems developed
by IPC.
To ensure high service performance, IPC measures the
international service performance of non-registered letter
mail travelling between around 50 postal operators on
four continents. IPC’s UNEX system provides crucial data
for a number of internal activities, such as calculating
terminal dues payments and setting quality of service
targets. Externally, UNEX data provides participating postal
operators with crucial information on the quality of their
operations, allowing them to monitor progress against
agreed annual targets.

2012 was the 15th year in succession that the end-to-end
performance for priority letter mail in Europe exceeded
both the speed and reliability objectives, demonstrating
the determination of the postal operators to maintain high
quality services for customers.
Herbert-Michael Zapf, President and CEO, IPC

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES

UNEX 2013 has also established a different approach
to governance: user groups sharing a common module
in UNEX determine the rules and principles that will be
implemented and managed by the IPC UNEX team.

UNEX 35 European members
J+3 the speed indicator

93.1%

J+5 the reliability indicator

98.4%

Average delivery days

2.2 days

15
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During 2012 IPC started the pilot testing and
implementation of UNEX 2013, a major project designed
to maximise efﬁciency of the UNEX system’s measurement
tools. It started building a central measurement system
to provide all users – from postal operators to providers –
with the functionalities they need to perform their tasks in
the system.

Quality of service performance of the
European UNEX members in 2012:

International Post Corporation

In 2012, quality of service performance achieved by the 35
European UNEX members improved on 2011’s high quality
results: 93.1% of priority international letters were delivered
within three days of posting (J+3); 98.4% within ﬁve days
(J+5) – well above the EU Postal Directive’s targets of 85%
for J+3 and 97% for J+5.

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES

Monitoring and reporting on performance

International Post Corporation
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Performance monitoring is crucial in ensuring the
quality of international postal services and IPC has
been active in helping members achieve clear visibility
of international postal ﬂows. IPC’s technology helps
postal operators track products travelling through
the international postal network from posting to
delivery, while IPC’s operations teams manage
and coordinate international players to help
postal operators achieve and maintain service
performance targets.
IPC deploys a number of technology platforms
which enable postal operators to maintain and
enhance quality of service for their international postal
operations.
Collecting international mail data is crucial for IPC’s
technological infrastructure. IPC uses Radio Frequency
Identiﬁcation (RFID) technology to monitor mail as
it passes through the international mail system. Data
collected using RFID technology is forwarded to IPC’s
monitoring system to provide postal operators with indepth information regarding letter service performance.
The CAPE system is IPC’s main technical platform. It is
used for many services relied on by postal operators every
day and it enables many IPC activities. It provides near
real-time postal operations data used for monitoring,

© cherezoff - Fotolia.com

planning and analysis of mail exchanges for all postal
products. The centralised CAPE repository provides a
standard set of calculations for mail movements so that
discussions between posts on quality improvement are
based on the same methodology. This harmonisation
allows CAPE users to focus on action rather than on
reconciling differences in methodology.
In 2012 the CAPE system issued four major releases to
enhance monitoring capabilities, message performance,
compliance measurements, and usability and transparency.
CAPE is currently used by 40 postal operators, 8 airlines
and 7 ground handlers and continues to expand to nonIPC members.

CapeVision
has 747 users at
40 postal operators,
8 airlines and
7 ground handlers

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES
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6

certiﬁcates of
excellence
granted
in 2012

Annual Review 2012

The IPC Certiﬁcation of Excellence is another platform
developed by IPC to encourage postal operators to strive
for excellence. Certiﬁcates are awarded to qualifying
ofﬁces of exchange. This independent process is led by
external experts and supervised by the IPC certiﬁcation
manager. The assessments focus on the processing
of international priority letter mail. The main criteria
for assessment relate to: organisation and resource
management; quality management; interface relationships
with international partners, carriers and handlers at both
the ofﬁces of exchange and airmail units. Since 2012,
IPC has been putting more emphasis on following up
irregularities in processing and international transport.

International Post Corporation

The IPC Performance Centre is a platform that
coordinates members’ efforts by using monitoring and
tracking data, and ensuring seamless cooperation between
different stakeholders. The platform sends quality data to
postal operators, helping them to improve their services
or plan for and manage periods of peak volume. The
Performance Centre sends out regular reports, such as
weekly inbound scanning reports, monthly performance
and certiﬁcation alerts, UNEX ranking reports and missrouting reports. A notable advance in 2012 was the
development and issue of a new type of monthly report:
the Key Performance Indicator. This high-level report sent
out to CEOs is becoming a reference point for strategic
decision making.

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES

Capability and visibility:
focus on supporting growth
18
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Online shopping has grown signiﬁcantly over the past years. National and cross-border e-commerce
offers a unique opportunity for postal operators, creating new volume for packets, a postal product
which lies between traditional letters and parcels. IPC’s ambition is to develop a complete operational,
trackin
tracking and information platform to underpin e-commerce growth across the entire packages range.
In 2012
201 some of the focus areas for IPC in e-commerce were: assessing the impact of market, customs
and security
se
requirements on operational processes and systems; carrier and third-party integration
requir
requirements; managing the extension of e-commerce returns networks; rationalising and simplifying
techni
technical infrastructure.

International scope
PRIME network covers

over 100 postal operators across the world

The Easy Return Solution (ERS) is currently deployed in

18 countries

Parcel Performance and Reporting Group numbers 13

members

29 postal parcel operators are committed to deliver their priority parcel
products through E-Parcel Group’s integrated delivery network
The EMS Task Force group is made up of
13 IPC members from North America, Western Europe and Asia-Paciﬁc
© WavebreakmediaMicro - fotolia.com

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES
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Dedicated systems and network groups to enhance delivery service levels

IPC’s STORM – Single Tool for Online Reporting and
Monitoring is used to distribute the reports developed
by the item monitoring department. It includes
modules such as the download centre for reports and
diagnostic ﬁles, on-line reporting that publishes daily
and weekly performance reports, EDI transaction reports,
a document centre and reference data. The tool has

The network groups of postal operators coordinated by IPC
are the E-Parcel Group, the EMS Task Force, PRIME and
the Parcel Performance and Reporting Group (PPR).
The E-Parcel Group (EPG) provides a stable and reliable
integrated transport network for priority parcels, based
on highly competitive performance standards. Years of
successful cooperation between postal operators and IPC
have resulted in continuous expansion of the E-Parcel Group
network, its volumes and its quality of service. Starting with
nine postal operators in Northern Europe about 15 years
ago, the E-Parcel Group currently consists of 29 postal
operators in Europe and North America. Each operator’s
delivery network covers the entire country, therefore
providing competitive delivery standards for all regions.
In the past year the E-Parcel Group welcomed three new
members, Österreichische Post, Latvia Post and MaltaPost,
and introduced a new version for the tracking events used
in the network.

STORM
currently has

1,156

registered users
from all around
the postal world
E-Parcel Group
volume rose by

10.7%

in 2012
compared with
2011

Annual Review 2012

Postal operators participating in network groups track
each item from posting to delivery through IPC’s item
monitoring systems, which generate performance reports
for tracked international items. The main performance
reporting focuses on quality of service. Furthermore, it
produces complementary reports to assist accounting
between operators.

been enhanced to provide daily and weekly aggregated
statistics.

International
al Post
P
Co
Corporation

One of IPC’s activities is to help postal operators track
different types of postal product as they are sent and
received in order to maintain high service levels. The
method used consists of scanning barcodes on mail
receptacles and premium postal items. This generates EDI
messages that communicate the progress of mail through
international processing.

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES

© Scanrail - Fotolia.com

International
IIn
nternational Post Co
n
Corporation
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21.77%

increase
in Expres,
Registered and
Insured mail in
2012 versus 2011

The EMS Task Force, created in 1993, is a group of 13
postal operators in charge of improving EMS performance
measurement. In addition to leading the EMS Task
Force, IPC produces EMS performance reports on return
of tracking data, quality of service, customer service
performance, and payment reports on behalf of the
Universal Postal Union (UPU) EMS Cooperative.
All members of the EMS Task Force are IPC members,
however, the EMS Task Force also provides performance
reports to the members of the UPU EMS Cooperative to
help improve the quality of the service worldwide. In 2012
the EMS Task Force included new item tracking events in
the performance measurement methodology for inbound
delivery. Prototype reports have been developed to identify
items which have been wrongly sorted in the origin
country and returned after a failed delivery attempt in the
destination country.

PRIME, led by a number of postal operators in association
with IPC, is an initiative to develop and improve valueadded letter services: registered, exprès and insured
mail. PRIME provides its members with a system that
collects and monitors despatch and delivery data on
these value-added services. The group ensures service
quality, monitoring performance against the agreed target
by exchanging delivery information electronically. The
initiative has grown extensively over the past years and hit
the 100-member mark in 2012.
IPC also provides the Parcel Performance and Reporting
(PPR) group with dedicated monitoring and reporting for
priority and non priority parcels under UPU operational
rules. Based on a set of agreed tracking events and targets,
IPC creates various performance reports. Starting with six
postal operators in 2007, the PPR group currently numbers
13 members to whom IPC provides Customer Service
System and operations IT support as well as performance
monitoring. Monthly performance reports are provided
to PPR members for all parcels sent and received. In 2012
IPC and members of the network decided on a number
of enhancements to these reports to provide additional
information; these will be implemented in 2013.

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES

A solution for international returns
21

IPC has also started working on another solution, the Easy
Collect Solution (ECS), aimed at providing e-retailers and
their customers with greater choice of cross-border delivery
options when making online purchases. Development of
ECS will continue in the course of 2013.

International Post Corporation
Annual Review 2012

Cross-border e-commerce is not only about delivering parcels
from one country to another through a reliable transport
network. Making sure e-consumers can return unwanted
goods and choose the most convenient delivery option for
their online purchases are equally important. That is exactly
what IPC, together with a group of postal operators, has put
in place to the advantage of postal operators and consumers
alike. The Easy Returns Solution (ERS), supported by the
EPG network, allows e-retailers to create speciﬁc cross-border
return labels for their customers abroad. These labels contain
information for postal operators in both countries, and as
such ensure easy and seamless return of unwanted goods.
Over the course of 2012, IPC upgraded the ERS IT platform
and built a speciﬁc module for processing customs
information. This has led to the creation of a CN23 customs
declaration form in addition to the ERS label. That is
extremely important as it allows the project to be deployed
in countries outside the EU.

© auremar - fotolia.com

Easy Returns
Solution volumes
rose by

400%
in 2012

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES

Facilitating customs and
security issues

A
Annual Review 2012
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Substantial

13.3%

International
Internat
attiio
a
iona
ion
on
na
al Po
Post
st Corporation

growth of EDI
trafﬁc in 2012
compared to
2011.

Postal operators are confronting challenges presented by
the liberalisation of world trade and increased use of postal
services to deliver goods ordered via the internet.
The customs and security procedures applied to mail have
changed in the past years. Customs authorities around the
world are increasingly using automated systems to support
their operations and are looking to the posts to provide the
data needed for clearance, tax and duty assessments and
statistical purposes in an electronic form. The regulatory
and market environment in which the posts operate is
also changing, bringing increasing competition both from
alternative means of communication and within the postal
market itself.
IPC is helping postal operators to address such issues through
its Mails Electronic Data Interchange and Customs
Integration (MEDICI) programme. Created and administered
by IPC, this programme allows participating postal operators
to capture and electronically exchange customs information
to clear customs and assess duty and tax. It has managed to
both minimise the costs of capturing and supplying data in
electronic form and to ensure that full advantage is taken of
resulting opportunities to improve services.

© 3ddock - Fotolia.com

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES

Ensuring high-level customer service
and reliability

23
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In a world of changing communication habits and delivery
preferences, today’s customers are expecting more from
their postal services: friendly customer service and reliable
delivery are sometimes more important than speed.

In 2012 CSS welcomed 46 operators on board and started
a complete revision of the current system with the aim of
providing more functionality, increased quality monitoring
and more competitive response times.

Annual Review 2012

Linking more than 250 call centres globally in over 175
countries, IPC’s Customer Service System (CSS) is a
unique platform in the postal industry. It allows customer
service call centres worldwide to exchange customer
queries about barcoded items. It is the perfect tool to
answer the increasing demands from e-retailers and
consumers for swift information about the whereabouts
of cross-border postal items. The system features
separate modules for the following products and services:
EMS, E-Parcel Group, PRIME, Parcels and Kahala Posts
Group (KPG).

Customer Service System
is being used in

175

countries worldwide

It is the perfect tool to answer
the increasing demands from
e-retailers and consumers for swift
information about the whereabouts
of cross-border postal items.

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES

Streamlining processes:
focus on cost reduction

International Post Corporation
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As letter volumes continue to decrease and costs mount, postal operators need to streamline
operational processes in order to make things simpler and more cost effective while still preserving
the quality of service provided. IPC’s ambition is constantly to challenge the status quo, creating
new solutions, driving efﬁciency and encouraging the adoption of best practice.
Some of the focus areas for IPC in 2012 were: systematically reviewing core processes to identify
cost reduction opportunities; improving mail presentation; identifying root causes of rework such as
over-labelling; prioritising opportunities within quick-win and structural change categories; ensuring
paper-free processes, and extending current services.

International scope
The FoMbA initiative is led by executives at

7 postal operators and 7 air carriers
from North America, Europe and the Asia Paciﬁc region
Sprinter Network:

7 sending and receiving operators:
Österreichische Post, bpost,
Deutsche Post DHL, Le Groupe La Poste,
Poste Italiane, P&T Luxembourg and PostNL

© redrex - Fotolia.com
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Under the IPC FoMbA leadership, a sustainable and
reliable worldwide network is being created that meets the
demands of e-commerce and facilitates business growth
for postal operators and air carriers.
The initiative to replace paper delivery bills by Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI) and reduce paper-based handling
to a minimum has expanded further in 2012 to involve 18
postal operators and 26 air carriers.
The results speak for themselves. Efforts of moving
from paper delivery bills to electronic messaging-based
transportation monitoring have paid off. Targets have

been progressively expanded since the beginning of the
programme: from a ﬁrst target of 10% in 2010, the
paper free documentation score reached 55% in 2012.
Participants have committed to achieving 65% paper-free
delivery volumes in 2013.
To reach such high results, nesting mail receptacles into air
containers plays an important role. It allows airlines to scan
mail at a consolidated level, thus enhancing track and trace
functionality and reducing the need for multiple scanning
of individual items during the transport process. Postal
operators have increasingly used nested receptacles to
achieve 50% of their air mail consignments in 2012, from
20% in 2011.
To help monitoring the key handover moment for mail
consignments at destination, while bringing more visibility
and better performance to the operational process, IPC
relies on the IPC Mail Registration Device (MRD).
The MRD is widely used. Installed in 13 airmail units
operated by IPC member posts, it registers receipt of
mail from all over the world. In 2012 six sites went into
production mode with the mail registration device; three
are now able to produce 100% accurate data daily. The
expansion will continue in 2013.
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Transport of mail by air was becoming less reliable and
less sustainable and IPC sought to address these issues
in cooperation with other stakeholders. It launched the
Future of Mail by Air (FoMbA) initiative to respond
to changes in the mail and airline industry and support
market and regulatory demands. The FoMbA initiative
focuses on improving quality of service, interoperability
and cost-effective operations. It provides stakeholders with
a discussion forum that allows them to anticipate and
adapt to future trends within the industry as well as future
regulatory requirements. IPC is working to optimise and
align business processes, ﬁnd system synergies, reduce
waste and ﬁnd new, paper-free solutions.

International Post Corporation
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Enhancing post-air carrier integration
with paper-free mail handling

Paper-free
documentation score
within the FoMbA
initiative reached

55% in 2012,

from 41% in 2011

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES
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Streamlining operations by
using shared services
Using standard mail bags and a single type of
receptacle in a common pool of bags and trays
has been instrumental in streamlining postal
operations and thus reducing costs, while
enhancing quality.

International Post Corporation
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The IPC Bag Pool reduced the number of bags
purchased as well as the number of repatriations
between sending and receiving postal operators,
resulting in major savings in repatriation transport
costs. In 2012 the IPC Bag Pool has seen growing
use among members and will continue expansion
efforts in 2013.
The IPC Tray Pool has not only reduced
repatriations but also multiple handling, the
need for storage space and manpower in charge
of empty receptacles, thus achieving higher
efﬁciency. As in previous years, the IPC Tray Pool
showed great constancy over 2012. IPC continues
to promote the IPC Tray Pool to other postal
operators, as the Pool is open to both members
and non-members.

IPC Bag Pool:

17

participating
postal operators
IPC Tray Pool:

22

postal operators

Approximately

450,000

IPC Trays were used
on some 900 routes
between Tray Pool
members

Around

700,000

IPC Bags were
exchanged between
Bag Pool members

■ OPERATIONAL SERVICES

Using a common road transport network is another way
to streamline operations and reduce costs. To this end, IPC
developed the IPC Sprinter Network, an overnight road
transport network that carries priority letters between
nine European postal operators. Since its creation in
2005, the network has contributed to improved delivery
quality and has implemented transport synergies for
participating postal organisations. As a result of its good
quality of service, the network has continued to expand,
with PostNL being the seventh postal operator to join the
network fully in January 2013. This expansion is bringing
total exchanged volumes to 44.5 tonnes of priority mail
each week, an increase in the committed volumes of 2%
compared with 2012.

Sprinter Network:

44.5 tonnes

The success of the Sprinter
Network shows that significant
results can be achieved by making
good use of IPC’s technological
and operational services.

Improving operational process to
achieve cost reduction
In 2012 IPC initiated a process improvement project
involving ten posts in Europe and the United States. Its aim
is to achieve substantial improvements using Lean/Six Sigma
tools and techniques. The overall aspiration is to reduce
operating costs by at least €28m per annum, with beneﬁts
ramping up over a three-year period.

Annual Review 2012

of mail delivered
through the Sprinter
Network every week
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The network has consistently provided a very high quality
of service since it started its operations. To ensure the
highest quality of service, IPC monitors and assesses
Sprinter Network performance using its CAPE reporting
and monitoring system. Transponders attached to the
vehicles transmit tracking data, which is detected by
IPC’s RFID network at each ofﬁce of exchange. IPC feeds
tracking events into CAPEVision, which allows it to assess
performance and report back to participating postal
operators. The success of the Sprinter Network shows that
signiﬁcant results can be achieved by making good use of
IPC’s technological and operational services.
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Terminal dues agreements
IPC developed a new terminal dues system to ensure
that payments from one postal operator to another
for delivery of cross-border mail are not only costrelated but are also linked to actual performance.
Known as the REIMS Agreement (Remuneration of
International Mails) the system was implemented
in April 1999. IPC has several roles as: the
administrator of the agreement; the facilitator of
negotiations; the chair of steering committees and
working groups.
2012 brought implementation of all the features of
the latest agreement, the REIMS V Agreement.
Hungary and Slovakia signed the REIMS V
agreement in 2012, bringing the total number
of signatories to 23. REIMS V continues to focus
on quality of service for cross-border letter mail in
Europe while aligning the terminal dues levels to the
prevailing market situation.

Another core feature of the intercompany pricing service
is the IPC electronic accounting methodology. This unique
and modular tool is aimed at modernising and bringing
efﬁciencies to the terminal dues process. With the
new version of the system deployed and integration of
accounting in the application due in 2013, IPC’s electronic
accounting is ready to be used by any postal operator,
even those which are not part of the REIMS agreement or
IPC’s membership.

23

postal operators
signed the REIMS V
agreement
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Programmes
IPC marketing programmes are all about supporting postal operators with the key strategic challenges facing our industry:
29

defending core business and expanding into growth areas.

successfully transform their companies: sustainability, regulatory services, providing market intelligence and research,
platforms for best-practice sharing.

International scope
The Global

Postal Industry Report and
Carrier Intelligence Reports cover three postal
operators from the Americas, nine from Asia Paciﬁc,
24 from Europe, the South African Post Ofﬁce and the
largest integrators

IPC is able to provide essential knowledge on
trends affecting the strategic direction of the postal
industry, while assisting postal operators to remain
profitable in traditional business areas and to
explore new opportunities for growth.

Research on Consumer Preferences
in a Digital World carried out in Finland, China
and USA
The IPC Regulatory Database provides
regulatory data from 46 countries worldwide

Annual
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IPC programmes cover a wide range of postal operators in Europe, North and South America, Africa and Asia Paciﬁc.
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IPC’s priorities are strongly interlinked with operations upgrading, and are focused on the areas that help operators

■ PROGRAMMES

Sustainability programme

International Post Corporation
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The IPC Environmental Measurement and Monitoring
System (EMMS) was developed in 2008 in direct response
to requests from CEOs working throughout the postal
industry. The system was built with the aim of implementing
a common carbon measurement and reporting framework
in line with customer requirements and stakeholder
expectations.

© Beboy - Fotolia.com

14%

Carbon reduction
in three years

Under IPC’s global postal sustainability programme,
participating postal operators have collectively reduced
CO2 emissions at a rate of progress which far exceeds
the required rate to meet our collective target of a 20%
absolute reduction in emissions by 2020. In 2012 the
programme broadened to include Scope 3 reporting
and third-party auditing, while increasing the carbon
management proﬁciency to 70% against the 2008 baseline
of 56%.
Furthermore, the programme expanded its geographical
reach by welcoming Correios Brazil, and the Nigerian
Postal Service in 2012, which brought the overall number
of participants to 25. These two new entrants represent

a signiﬁcant expansion of the programme into two highly
populated and rapidly developing countries.
Global expansion of the EMMS programme is a further
demonstration of how the postal sector is working to bridge
the perceived divide between developed and developing
economies in tackling a global problem. Correios Brazil is
one of the largest postal sector organisations in the world
and is located in an important emerging economy. The
addition of the Nigerian Postal Service as the second African
postal operator in the programme will hopefully support
IPC’s ambitions to expand further still into the developing
nations of Africa.
As environmental sustainability within a company depends
to a signiﬁcant extent on the behaviour of its employees, it
is important for postal operators to stimulate sustainability
thinking among their 2m employees. In this framework, IPC
organised a pilot IPC International Eco-Driving Competition
in 2012. The goal of this two-day event was to stimulate
postal employee engagement with sustainability and
encourage eco-driving in the international postal sector.

■ PROGRAMMES
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Five teams from postal operators in Belgium, Denmark–
Sweden, France, Ireland and the Netherlands participated
in the pilot, where their eco-driving skills were put to the
test, as well as their safe-driving skills and customer service
approach.

IPC hopes to implement the concept further with key
partners and include more of the sustainability programme’s
25 participants in the 2013 event, making the eco-driving
challenge an integral part of IPC’s sustainability initiative.
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The aim of the initiative is to encourage postal operators
participating in the IPC sustainability programme to bring
eco-thinking to their workforces, incentivising postal
employees to learn more about ecological driving by
giving them the opportunity to compete with colleagues
and eventually become their organisation’s national
representative in the international drivers’ challenge.

EMMS sustainability
programme has

25

members
in Europe, North and South America,
Africa and Asia Paciﬁc

■ PROGRAMMES
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Regulatory services
In the postal industry, regulation has a signiﬁcant impact
on competition and on the market behaviour of service
providers. Therefore, it has become increasingly important
for IPC members to follow regulatory developments and
respond to their challenges. Together with its members,
IPC initiates and conducts research on regulatory, legal and
political issues, including benchmarking studies and analysis
of relevant regulatory issues.
These translate into a number of initiatives that IPC offers to
members through the year:
• Senior Executive Forums – high-level meetings on
regulatory topics
• Online Regulatory Portal – an online tool offering detailed
descriptions and analysis of the regulatory environment in
27 countries worldwide
• Regulatory Database – an annual publication providing
consolidated regulatory data from 46 countries worldwide
• Regulatory Flash – a monthly e-newsletter containing the
latest information and news on regulatory developments
around the world, with more than 1,500 readers
worldwide.

As e-commerce continues to grow, parcel delivery became a new
topic on European Union’s e-commerce agenda in 2012, and
cross-border delivery was identiﬁed as one of the major areas
where obstacles need to be tackled. To support postal operators in
their discussions with the European Commission, IPC collaborated
with PostEurop to publish the image brochure Realising Europe’s
Potential: e-commerce and the postal operators. The brochure
discusses how the European parcels market is a well-functioning
and innovative business sector enabling e-commerce to ﬂourish by
supporting SMEs and providing customer-friendly delivery solutions.

250

Over
documents of
regulatory relevance
included in the
Regulatory Portal

1,500

readers worldwide
of the
Regulatory Flash

Realising
Europe’s potential:
e-commerce
and the postal
operators

The delivery market is rapidly
changing, and e-commerce
offers tremendous opportunities
for posts. It is IPC’s key role to
support members in facilitating
the cross-border movement of
letters, packets and parcels.

■ PROGRAMMES

Providing critical market intelligence and research

The 2012 GPIR provides a more comprehensive and indepth review of the industry than ever before. Key new
developments include: analytical enhancements, such
as a more detailed proﬁle of the industry’s workforce;
inter-industry comparisons and important trends such as
diversiﬁcation and electronic substitution. The report also
includes data for China Post Group and Russian Post for the
ﬁrst time.

Key ﬁndings in the GPIR
The global economy improved slightly in 2011,
driven by emerging economies; overall postal
industry revenues stabilised despite a large drop
in mail revenues and volumes – particularly in the
Western world.
The operators analysed in the GPIR represent
around 90% of world mail volumes. Parcels &
express and logistics & freight were the only
business divisions to increase revenues signiﬁcantly.
Parcels & express volumes were up strongly across
all regions. Meanwhile, the industry continued to
downsize and now employs around 2m FTEs.

IPC Global Postal
Industry Report
October 2012

To be successful in the postal industry today,
strategic decisions must be based on relevant and
time-critical business intelligence.

90%

of world mail
volumes analysed
in the GPIR
THE NATURAL PARTNER FOR THE POSTAL INDUSTRY
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Global Postal Industry Report

1
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Some of the publications IPC produced in 2012 include the
Global Postal Industry Report (GPIR), Focus on the Future,
Carrier Intelligence Reports, Strategic Perspectives on the
Postal Market and Consumer Preferences in a Digital World.

The IPC Global Postal Industry Report (GPIR) is the postal
industry’s most comprehensive comparative report, focusing
on the ﬁnancial and operational performance of the mostdeveloped operators from around the world and emphasising
the main drivers of change in the industry across key business
areas.

International Post Corporation

IPC’s market intelligence and research programme provides
a framework for knowledge and best-practice sharing.
Postal operators beneﬁt greatly from enhanced cooperation
and learning from one another to overcome the challenges
of digital substitution, increased competition and growing
liberalisation. The programme translates into essential
knowledge on trends affecting the strategic direction of
the postal industry, assisting postal operators to remain
proﬁtable in traditional business areas while exploring new
opportunities for growth.
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Focus
on the

Future

Carrier Intelligence Report

Building a new compelling
position for posts
International Post Corporation
The Boston Consulting Group

May 2012

Strategic Perspectives
on the Postal Market
2012

An Post
May 2012

Consumer Preferences in a Digital World
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Focus on the Future is an intelligence report produced
jointly by IPC and The Boston Consulting Group. The
report takes a broad view of the future of the postal
sector, exploring its key drivers, examining its ﬁnancial
performance and portfolio options, and providing a
business review of the main markets it serves. It combines
deep industry knowledge, breadth of experience and
richness of data from two of the principal thought leaders
in the postal industry and analyses the current market
situation, coming trends and future prospects of the
industry. After a ﬁrst edition produced in 2012, Focus on
the Future will be produced annually.

conditions, strategy and leadership, corporate and business
division performance, operational performance, human
resources, acquisitions and divestments, innovative products,
press releases, and outlook.

e-commerce and media services, including direct mail. The
report also looks at the outlook for postal digital business
and how the postal sector’s initiatives on sustainability
compare with other industry sectors.

The CIRs build on the IPC Statistical Database, which
covers the macro environment, market, operators’ ﬁnancial
and operational information from 2001 onwards, and
includes ﬁve-year trends for selected KPIs. In 2012 all
reports were made publicly available via the IPC website
and have been published within 14 days of individual
carriers’ annual reports being released.

The IPC Carrier Intelligence Reports (CIRs) provide critical
ﬁnancial, operational, strategic and market information on
40 leading postal operators and integrators from around the
world. They report on data for the digital, media, ﬁnancial
and logistics markets, the economic environment, market

IPC Strategic Perspectives on the Postal Market provides
a distillation of the cooperative work carried out between
member postal operators and IPC in 2011-2012. The
2012 edition focuses on social media, mobile commerce
and marketing, and how these are driving change in both

IPC Consumer Preferences in a Digital World, a research
study available to all IPC members, examines how digital
natives across three markets (China, Finland and the US)
actively search for and adopt technologies, services and
applications which help them become knowledgeable
informed citizens of the world, efﬁciently managing the
vast amount of information available to them. As their
activities lead them to spend more time connected online,
our research indicates that young people search for and
place greater value in ofﬂine spaces and experiences.
The research shows paper-based communication holds
signiﬁcant value due to its tactile, unobtrusive nature, and is
often read during quiet downtime.

© Guido Vrola - Fotolia.com

Platforms for best-practice
sharing
35

greatly from enhanced cooperation and learning from one another. IPC provides a framework for members and select
participants to share knowledge and best practice to the beneﬁt of all in a closed, conﬁdential setting.

and seminars targeting senior executives, experts and CEOs.

International scope
Senior Executive Forums:

5 events, 64 senior postal executives attended
CEO’s from 42 countries attend the
IPC Annual conference
Media Services web community has

18 members participating
E-commerce web community has

14 members participating

In an ever-evolving digital landscape where
consumer behaviour is constantly changing
and the boundaries between on- and offline are
fading, posts are uniquely positioned through
their extended network and delivery capabilities
to help meet evolving sophisticated consumer
needs. In a globalising economy, international
collaboration is also more important than ever
to thrive into the future and respond to the
consumer needs into 2020.
Outcome of the 2012 IPC Annual Conference
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In this framework, IPC organises platforms for strategic discussions and best-practice sharing such as conferences, forums
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In an era of digital substitution, increased competition and the growing liberalisation of markets, postal operators beneﬁt

■ PLATFORMS FOR BEST-PRACTICE SHARING
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Senior Executive Forums and Best
Practice Seminars
The IPC Senior Executive Forums (SEFs) and Best Practice
Seminars (BPSs) are tightly focused platforms for strategic
discussions and best-practice sharing addressing particular
issues relevant to postal executives. Best Practice Seminars
gather technical experts who share their respective
approaches on a given subject, while Senior Executive
Forums bring together senior postal executives from across
a range of functions to discuss the strategic choices facing
them in key business areas.
The SEFs and BPSs facilitate discussions and debates that
can lead to the development of solutions to speciﬁc market
issues. Concrete outcomes of past meetings include the
development of the global postal industry sustainability
programme with IPC’s accompanying Environmental
Measurement and Monitoring System, and the IPC Easy
Returns Solution for cross-border e-commerce.
IPC’s 2012 SEF events took place in Brussels, Stanford
and Boston on themes as diverse as digital business,
media services and direct marketing, e-commerce and
sustainability. The programme is continuing in 2013 and is
open to all postal operators across the globe.

■ PLATFORMS FOR BEST-PRACTICE SHARING

Senior Executive Forums
welcomed executives from

These forums are inspiring and spark
off new ways of thinking that we can
share
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Participant at a Senior Executive Forum
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across the globe, including
Japan Post and
South African Post Ofﬁce

International Post Corporation

17 postal
operators
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The 2012 IPC Annual Conference for postal CEOs took
place in Shanghai and focused on the consumer in 2020.
It gathered together leading luminaries of the global
digital, retail, marketing and postal worlds to discuss the
challenges of meeting consumer needs.

International Post Corporation

The conference examined how changing consumer
behaviour is transforming the way messages are sent
and received, goods are bought and sold and ﬁnancial
transactions are made.
Speakers discussed how social media has empowered
consumers in the digital world, changing the rules of
advertising and marketing. Today, speakers said, engaging
consumers involves using data to segment potential
customer groups and speak to consumers personally.

Each year the IPC
Annual Conference
welcomes CEOs from
Europe, America,
Asia Paciﬁc and the
Middle East

The CEOs heard that, crucially, postal operators preparing
to take advantage of newly emerging opportunities must
anticipate change and understand how it will affect
consumer behaviour in future.
One of the main conclusions of the 2012 Annual Conference
was that postal operators are in a unique position, through
their extended network and delivery capabilities, to help
meet evolving, sophisticated consumer demands. However,
there is a need for the postal industry to innovate in the
area of logistics solutions to help e-retailers meet ever-more
sophisticated consumer delivery demands.

■ PLATFORMS FOR BEST-PRACTICE SHARING
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The 2012 joint IPC/Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne (EPFL) TIP Conference on Trends in Innovation
in the Postal Market attracted senior experts, managers
and academics from postal and related industries. The
conference focused on the trends and challenges in the
postal industry as well as on innovation strategies and
management, all covered through a combination of
academic and practical papers, presentations and interactive
workshops creating value and outcome for the participants
and their organisations.
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IPC PostBoard
Sharing knowledge and best practice does not only take
place through executive meetings and conferences, it
also occurs online via forums and communities. Over the
past year IPC has set up the ﬁrst two issue-based online
communities dedicated to postal experts around the
world in the ﬁeld of direct marketing and e-commerce
respectively. These communities offer professionals from
Europe, North America, Australia and New Zealand the
opportunity to meet, discuss and learn from each other
on issues of most interest to them. Online communities on
other topics will be launched in the future.

PostBoard hosts
experts from Europe,
North America,
Australia and New
Zealand

IPC Members
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Australia Post

Österreichische Post AG

bpost

Canada Post

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA

BELGIUM

CANADA

Ahmed Fahour

Georg Pölzl

Johnny Thijs

Deepak Chopra

Managing Director and CEO

Chairman of the Board and CEO

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

President and CEO
Member of the IPC Board

Cyprus Post

Post Danmark

Itella Corporation

Le Groupe La Poste

CYPRUS

DENMARK

FINLAND

FRANCE

Andreas Gregoriou

KB Pedersen

Heikki Malinen

Jean-Paul Bailly

Director

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer and
Deputy CEO of PostNord

President and CEO

Chairman and CEO

Deutsche Post DHL

Hellenic Post ELTA

Magyar Posta

Iceland Post

GERMANY

GREECE

HUNGARY

ICELAND

Franck Appel

Kostis Melachroinos

Zsolt ˝Szarko

Ingimundur Sigurpálsson

Chairman of the Management Board
and CEO
Member of the IPC Board

Chairman of the Board of Directors
and Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
Member of the IPC Board

Acting Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Managing Director and CEO

Member of the IPC Board

Poste Italiane Spa
ITALY

Postes et
Télécommunications

New Zealand Post

IRELAND

Donal Connell

Massimo Sarmi

LUXEMBOURG

Brian Roche

CEO and Managing Director

Claude Strasser

Group Chief Executive

Managing Director

Member of the IPC Board

Chief Executive

NEW ZEALAND

Member of the IPC Board

CTT Correios de Portugal SA

Correos y Telégrafos

Swiss Post

NORWAY

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

SWITZERLAND

Dag Mejdell

Francisco de Lacerda

Javier Cuesta Nuin

Susanne Ruoff

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

President and CEO

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Chairman of the IPC Board

Member of the IPC Board

PostNL

PostNord

Royal Mail Group plc

United States Postal Service

THE NETHERLANDS

SWEDEN AND DENMARK

UNITED KINGDOM

USA

Herna Verhagen

Lars Idermark

Moya Greene

Patrick R Donahoe

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Preisdent and Group CEO

Chief Executive

Postmaster General and CEO

Member of the IPC Board

Deputy Chairman of the IPC Board

Member of the IPC Board
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Norway Post
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International Post Corporation
Avenue du Bourget 44
1130 Brussels, Belgium
Tel +32 (0)2 724 72 11
Fax +32 (0)2 724 72 32
www.ipc.be
info@ipc.be
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